
 

                                                                                                       

Storm  Stoppers 2023 Limited Warranty 
 

 

The purpose of this Warranty is to disclose the recommended use of the Storm Stoppers 

panels as to “be left up continuously, for not longer than 180 days” application.  Storm 

Stoppers panels can be left up for 30, 60, 90 or 180 days at a time, but leaving them installed year-

round will drastically shorten the useful life.  What does that mean?  Putting Storm Stoppers up 

continuously means you would hypothetically install Storm Stoppers and never take them down.  

Leaving Storm Stoppers up year-round causes the sun to reduce the significant UV Protection that 

is in the Storm Stoppers panels.  It would be a similar phenomenon to lying in the sun for an 

extended period without sunscreen.   

 

Storm Stoppers 3M Dual Lock Fasteners Useful Life: 
 
Storm Stoppers customers should be aware that, although there is a UV additive in the 3M 

Dual Lock fasteners, the useful life of the clear fasteners on white window frames averages 5 

years, depending on the sun exposure, while the useful life of the black fasteners on dark window 

frames averages 9 years.  Customers should plan to replace some of the fasteners on the window 

frames every 4 to 6 years, depending on the amount of sun exposure the window frames receive.  

Shaded parts of the home will extend the window frame fasteners useful life, while CAPS Covers 

have been shown to extremely lengthen window frame fasteners useful life.  It is rare however to 

need to replace fasteners on the Storm Stoppers Plastic Panels, since they are not exposed to the 

sun.  You can learn how to replace the 3M fasteners on the “Tune Up” video on the “Current 

Customers” section of www.stormstopper.com. 

 

Storm Stoppers Plastic Panels Useful Life: 
 

Storm Stoppers panels have almost three times the UV protection as outdoor signage.  Our 

experience after 20 years in business has taught us that you can leave your Storm Stoppers panels 

continuously installed for 30, 60, 90 or 180 days at a time, such as when you go back North to your 

other home.  Leaving Storm Stoppers installed longer than 180 days shortens their useful life.  

Doing this, you may need to replace your panels (i.e. buy new ones), versus if you put them up 

before a storm and remove them after the storm has passed.   

 

Storm Stoppers Shipments with SAIA Freight include 2 Free Panels! 
 

We deliver Storm Stoppers panels and components in new and clean 

condition.  When we ship Storm Stoppers using SAIA Freight, we wrap the 

pallet in blue blankets and will ship 2 free extra panels!  These include a  

Free Top Panel and Free Bottom Panel to protect the Storm Stoppers 

panels you are paying for. (The blankets and shipping pallet are yours to keep.) 

 

We take pride in what we deliver or ship to you!  If you have any questions about a 

recent delivery, please call our Orlando, Florida main office at 407-423-5959 or Toll Free at 877-

575-7788.  You can reach our Owner John D. Smith at 407-719-6988—cell.  Thank you!   


